
MEADOWS TO GEORGE STREET Project – Streets for People – June 2019  

NTBCC attended a workshop in June  on the plans for the “Meadows to George St corridor”; Below is 

our report  on this workshop.  

The link to the website which has useful maps and visualisations of the 4 different stages 

is  https://meadowstogeorgestreet.info/   

(N.B. Click on "Project Details" and then on the yellow arrows on the map to show the 

visualisations.) 

From the discussion, the key points we noted are as follows: 

 Forrest Road to be closed to all traffic (except for limited loading) and priority will be 

pedestrians and cyclists (on a new dedicated and segregated cycle way as a continuation 

from Middle Meadows Walk)  The traffic junction between Middle Meadows Walk and 

Forrest Road will also be improved for pedestrians and cyclists. 

 Bristo Street is proposed to  become 2-way for traffic.  However,  our understanding is that 

most of the "general traffic" (i.e. cars) going north will have to turn into Chambers St as cars 

will not be allowed to carry on over George  IV bridge to Bank St to access the Mound (see 

below). 

 Candlemaker Row to be closed to traffic except for the No 2 bus. 

 Victoria St to be closed to traffic - therefore everything travelling through the Grassmarket 

will need  to continue on to the Cowgate. 

 Bank St closed to general traffic.  Buses coming up the Mound will be stopped at a line 

outside the Bank of Scotland  Head Office to allow for buses travelling north to negotiate the 

corner.  This is also to allow for the 2-way cycle way on the east side to continue down the 

Mound.  

 Cars travelling south from Hanover St can access the Mound cannot access Bank St. but will 

have to turn into Market St (and Jeffrey St then St Mary's St then the Pleasance...) 

 Exceptions will be made for loading (within specific timeframes) and residents who need 

access. 

 There are plans to provide more landscaping and seating areas in Forrest Road and in the 

grassed area at the top of the Mound. 

 ‘Floating’ bus stops will be introduced to allow for the cycle way to be continued in a straight 

line. 

Other points noted : 

 The CEC representative insisted that these proposals are consistent with the George St & 

First New Town and City Centre Transformation Projects. 

https://meadowstogeorgestreet.info/


 This project will be the first to make changes as it is considered these are key ones for traffic 

flow. 

 Construction and delivery is planned for 2021/22. 

 Concerns were raised that routing general traffic along Market St may conflict with the 

National Rail plans for the redevelopment of Waverley.   

 The cycle way will be physically segregated from other traffic and pavements by a raised 

kerb. 

Questions raised regarding  enforcement of new traffic rules and  parking infringements (e.g. parking 

on double yellow lines/cycle way) – NTBCC  experience of the introduction of the 20 mph zone and 

subsequent enforcement does not instil confidence. From the response received, it wasn't clear that 

either CEC or the transport planners had fully considered this aspect. 

Further, NTBCC stated (in their view) that car-driving residents living to the north of Princes St 

wishing to travel to the south of the city (a) would be unlikely to continue to travel up the Mound 

and turn into Market St as this route is unsuitable for increased traffic and therefore (b) would have 

concerns that their options are therefore limited to using Lothian Road (for which there may be 

plans  to narrow this  for car traffic) or the Bridges (full of buses and also a congested route to the 

southside). 

These concerns notwithstanding, it seemed  that the proposals addressed a lot of issues with the 

conflict between people and traffic in this area of the city centre.  Cyclists should welcome  the 

current dis-connectivity between north and south Edinburgh being resolved - although it remains to 

be seen whether this increases confidence in cycling. 

The consultation welcomed the attendance of NTBCC  (the only body representing ‘residents’) and 

we have been encouraged to respond formally to the consultation. 
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